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As the three-day Arts for Development (AFD) will open at Hotel JW Marriott Marquise, Dubai (UAE) on 25-27
November 2012.
Dubai (I-Newswire) November 23, 2012 - Mr. Abdulla Mangoosh Chairman of Global Arts LLC, Mrs. Sheila Matt
Lamb, President of Matt Lamb LTD called on United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) for all countries
to work together to confront the threat of sustainable development focusing on peace, human security,
environment and global partnership to contribute to the world through art.
AFD is urging the creation of an innovative Arts For Development (AFD) established by Global Arts, Matt Lamb and
supported by partners, of the prospective Alliance would take collective actions to improve prevention of and
response to sustainable development. The event is expected the participation of personalities around the globe,
including: H.H Crown Prince Alfred Llahi from Andorra, Professor Josep Felix Bentz President Royal Circle of Arts in
Barcelona Spain, Veronique Sournies Director of International Affairs in Paris France, Alison Darnbrough, Bradford
University UK, Ghazi Hussein- Jordan, Kay Hiramine, Catalyst HISG Global, Heiko Gustavs, German Parliament,
Hans Peter Muerz, Rtd Vice Consul General - Germany, Russia, UAE, Edward Lucie Smith, London- world renowned
author and art historian.
Mrs. Sheila said that works of art have always commanded a steady and sustainable share of investment wealth.
Because of an unprecedented surge in the wealth of individuals working in interdependent global economies in the
last two decades, nearly all kinds of collectible art has risen in real value, including the art of world renown artist
Matt Lamb. With your investment of purchasing a Matt Lamb painting during this “ART FOR DEVELOPMENT” event,
we will invest in various development programs in countries around the world.
The AFD would be open to partnerships with other interested countries and with multilateral institutions and private
sector to contribute MDGs through the Arts for development.
Mr. Abdulla Mangoosh added that Arts will play a catalytic role "by joining together in an alliance, countries can
help each other put in place the best possible mechanism through the arts to prevent global humanity crises and
respond to those that are unfortunately likely to occur in the future."
During the 3-days showcase of creative talent of all kinds, venues around the city of Dubai will host exhibitions
Matt Lamb, performances, concerts will include: celebrate singer Farah Siraj from Jordan and Panels discussion with
participation of personalities representatives from, government, celebrate artists, diplomatic, universities,
institutions and private sector from more than 20 nations including, Algeria, Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Canada,
China, Egypt, Lebanon, Malaysia, Netherlands, Pakistan, Russia, Spain , South Africa, India, Italy, Jordan, Jordan,
UK, UAE, USA, offering the public a unique opportunity to experience arts from the four corners of the world.
Notes to Editors
About AFD/Event/Artists
Arts For Development World Event (AFD) are the first of its kind and will take place in the cultural and world-class
city of Dubai, United Arab Emirates from 25-27 November 2012.
This Arts For Development Event (AFP) will showcase a selection of the best international creative talent, across a
spectrum of art forms, in one city (Dubai), providing an opportunity for more than 350 paintings from MATT LUMB
Exhibit, in this occasion an exclusive and unique painting and the participation of than 20 Museum around the world
to join together and share their creativity on an international platform to support the AFP.
Matt Lamb, is an artist, sculptor, philosopher, and unstoppable globetrotting dynamo, Matt Lamb was one of the
most intriguing, confounding, pigeonhole-defying phenomena in contemporary art.
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